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Summary
Biography
Currently I work as a Research Fellow in the Effectiveness Theme at NIHR CLAHRC West. I have investigated the association between duration of untreated
psychosis and clinical outcomes as well as the risk factors for violence and self-harm in first episode psychosis. I have also investigated primary care
consultations for prodromal symptoms of psychosis in the 5 years before a diagnosis of a psychotic disorder.
Previously I worked as an epidemiologist using data from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children. I investigate risk factors for and outcomes of the
psychotic experiences detected in a proportion of the cohort. I am also interested in using RCT methodology to investigate new intervention to improve both poor
social functioning and other outcomes such as employment and further education and training in people with first episode psychosis.
I have also worked in mental health RCTs as a trial coordinator at the University of Bristol. Before the University of Bristol I was employed at the University of
Plymouth in the Research and Development Support Unit

Activities / Findings
Theory of mind deficits in early psychosis are not associated with social functioning outcome either cross-sectionally or longitudinally.
Childhood interpersonal relationship problems precede early adolescent psychotic experiences in a general population sample
A global cognitive attributional style is associated with paranoid psychotic experiences whereas an externalised cognitive attributional style is associated with
hallucinatory psychotic experiences in a general population sample of 18 year olds
Reduced circulating maternal Vitamin D is not associated with early adult risk of psychotic experiences or psychotic disorder in a general population sample
Childhood autistic traits and diagnosed autistic spectrum disorder are associated with risk of early adolescent psychotic experiences in a general population
sample.
Social cognitive ability in childhood is not associated with risk of psychotic experiences in early adolescence or early adulthood. However an externalised
attributional style at 8 and 16 years is associated with risk of psychotic experiences at 18 years in a general population sample
Childhood educational attainment is not associated with early adult psychotic experiences
There is no association between brain hemisphere asymmetry and theory of mind in a general population sample.

Early adolescent psychotic experiences predict early adult depression but early adolescent depression does not predict psychotic experiences after accounting
for co-occurrence of psychopathology at each time-point.

Teaching
Course tutor for Clinical Epidemiology for 1st year medical student undergraduates.
Critical appraisal of research on the MRCPsych course for the Royal College of Psychiatry membership examination.
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Expertise
I have expertise in psychosis research, in particular using different statistical methods to investigate associations between risk factors and psychosis onset as well
as outcomes of psychosis. Methods used include structural equation modelling, longitudinal latent class analysis, instrumental variables analysis. I also work on
prediction models to detect risk of psychosis.
• first episode psychosis
• psychosis prediction
• risk factors for psychosis
• outcomes of psychosis
• psychosis continuum
• general population psychotic experiences
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